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INTRODUCTION 
The distinguishing feature of a superconducting metal is 
the existence of a coherent, many body ground state in which 
the electronic states exhibit pair occupation (1) rather than 
random occupation found in normal metals. This coherent state 
is to be contrasted with the independent particle behavior of 
normal metals. For example, in a normal metal such as copper 
there is little connection between the relative phase of the 
wave functions of the electrons, and the electrons respond to 
an external stimulus as independent particles. In a super­
conductor, however, the phase <1) of the electrons is very 
highly correlated and the electron gas responds to an external 
stimulus as a coherent unit rather than as independent 
particles. 
The existence of the superconducting state is a conse­
quence of the fact that a net attractive interaction can exist 
between electrons. The motion of the positively charged ions 
can serve to "overscreen" the repulsive electrostatic force, 
thus giving rise to a net attractive electron-electron inter­
action. Two electrons can form a bound state, known as a 
Cooper pair, via this attractive interaction, forming the 
fundamental current carrying unit in superconductors. 
Brian Josephson first predicted (2, 3) that supercon­
ducting electrons (Cooper pairs) could tunnel through a 
barrier separating two superconductors. As first conceived, 
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a typical tunnel junction was composed of two thin supercon­
ducting films separated by an oxide barrier about 2 nm thick. 
A number of structures, however, have sines been shown to 
exhibit such tunneling behavior (4) provided there exists a 
difference in phase of the wave function of the electrons 
across the barrier. One example is a superconductor-normal 
metal-superconductor (SNS) Junction which consists of a normal 
metal up to several hundred nm thick sandwiched between two 
superconductors with each layer in good electrical contact. 
When a current is passed through a tunnel junction, there is 
zero voltage drop across the barrier provided the current 
density is less than a maximum critical density J^. This 
rather profound macroscopic quantum phenomena, often referred 
to as the Josephson effect, has found many practical applica­
tions since its discovery. Among them are such devices as 
Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDS) (5) 
which measure very small voltages and magnetic fields, micro­
wave detectors (6), and computer elements (7). Because of the 
practical potential of Josephson devices, it is imperative to 
understand as completely as possible the basic physical proc­
esses occurring within Josephson junctions. 
For much of the Josephson junction research to date, the 
barrier between the two superconductors has been an insulator 
rather than a normal metal, and part of the purpose of this 
research is to determine the features of SNS junctions which 
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differ from superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) 
junctions. The temperature dependence of the critical current 
of (SIS) junctions is well understood both theoretically 
(8, 9) and experimentally (10), The critical current is 
nearly constant for temperatures ranging from zero up to 
approximately half the critical temperature of the junc­
tion. Then it decreases with increasing temperature, going to 
zero as (T^ - T) as the critical temperature is approached. 
Werthamer (11), de Gennes and Guyon (12), and de Gennes 
(13) have worked out a basic theory for the critical current 
of SNS junctions whose normal layer is in the dirty limit 
based on the proximity effect. Aslamazov, Larkin, and 
Ovchinnikov (14) have more thoroughly examined the problem 
of metal barrier junctions, obtaining the critical current 
assuming low transparency of the SN interfaces. Even more 
recent work has been done by Barone and Ovchinnikov (15) in 
which they obtain the boundary conditions for the order param­
eter A via the Greens function of the normal metal. Makeev 
et al. (16) have obtained the Josephson current of SNS junc­
tions which contain paramagnetic impurities. A good review 
of the proximity effect is given by Deutscher and de Gennes 
(17). 
The few experimental studies of SNS junctions that have 
been done agree qualitatively with the theoretical results, 
although there are some serious quantitative discrepancies. 
4 
In the first significant study, Clarke (18) verified that 
samples having the normal metal in the dirty limit showed a 
2 
critical current I which goes as (T - T) near T„. He also c ° c c 
found that decreases exponentially with increasing normal 
metal thickness, and decreases with increasing electronic 
mean free path of the normal metal. In a related experiment 
Hsiang and Finnemore (19) have studied the critical current 
of SNS junctions with the normal metal in the clean limit and 
have verified the same functional normal metal thickness and 
temperature dependence of I^ as that obtained by Clarke. 
Paterson (20), Niemeyer and Minnigerode (21), and more 
recently Yang (22) extended the work of Clarke to systems 
where the normal metal is alloyed with magnetic impurities. 
In this magnetic impurity work, there were serious discrep­
ancies between theory and experiment and further work was 
clearly needed. 
A significant recurring problem with the above experi­
mental studies is that, even though the experimental data can 
be made to fit an equation with enough adjustable parameters, 
the magnitude of the critical current differs from that pre­
dicted by any of the theories by as much as three orders of 
magnitude. A better understanding of this problem must exist 
before one can expect to extract reliable reproducible quanti­
tative information such as a spin flip scattering temperature 
resulting from magnetic impurities. A thorough systematic 
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study needed to be undertaken to investigate the factors which 
affect the zero field critical current of SNS junctions. It 
is important to know the factors which control and to 
develop a more complete understanding of the phenomena 
involved. 
Another interesting phenomena demonstrated by Josephson 
structures is the occurrence of the Fraunhofer diffraction 
pattern formed by the critical current as a function of 
magnetic field applied parallel to the plane of the junction. 
These oscillations in the critical current were first observed 
by Rowell (23) and Fiske (24). Later experimental and theo­
retical investigations have been carried out by many 
researchers. Owen and Scalapino (25) exactly solved the one 
dimensional sine-Gordon equation, obtaining the field and 
current density profiles inside the junction as well as the 
critical current as a function of field. A significant result 
of their calculations is that the current density is nonuni­
form across the junction when the junction length is much 
greater than the Josephson penetration depth Xj. Thus, 
junctions may be divided into two classes, those which are 
"large" compared to Xj and those which are "small" compared 
to Xj. Schwidtal and Finnegan (26) have investigated the 
Fraunhofer patterns of both large and small two dimensional 
junctions. Yamashita et al. (27) have also studied large two 
dimensional junctions. The effects of nonuniform tunnelling 
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currents on the critical current vs. field curves of small 
junctions have been investigated by Barone et al. (28), both 
theoretically and experimentally. Pace and Vaglio (29) used 
an approximate solution to the two dimensional sine-Gordon 
equation to analyze the data from a large junction, obtaining 
very good quantitative results. The vs B curves of large 
two dimensional junctions have been obtained by Barone et al. 
(30), who used exact boundary conditions obtained via analog 
modeling to determine the phase distribution in the junction, 
in good qualitative agreement with their experimental results. 
All the experiments referenced above, however, are carried 
out on SIS junctions rather than SNS junctions. This is 
probably because it is much easier to make SIS junctions with 
the desired physical and electrical properties. Fraunhofer 
patterns have been observed in SNS junctions (18, 20, 22, 31), 
though they are of extremely poor quality. It would be useful 
to more thoroughly understand the factors affecting the 
quality of Fraunhofer patterns in SNS junctions since any 
practical applications would require the ability to repro-
ducibly fabricate junctions of good quality. 
The phenomenon of Fraunhofer interference in Josephson 
junctions can be utilized to investigate the temperature 
dependence of the field penetration depth X(T) of the super­
conducting banks, as indicated by the original work of Fiske 
(24). This is because the period of oscillation of Fraunhofer 
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patterns is a function of X(T). Several investigators have 
implemented different techniques based on this phenomenon to 
study X(T) for various materials. Peabody and Meservey (32) 
used a double Josephson junction structure incorporating a 
dielectric to separate the superconductors whose field pen­
etration depth A was to be measured. They measured X(0) for 
lead and tin and were able to measure X(T) for one lead sample 
up to T = 0.6 Tg. The range of temperature, however, did 
not provide a good test of theory for X(T). Broom (33) used 
a similar technique employing niobium tunnel junctions to 
measure X(T) of niobium over the full temperature range, 
obtaining fair agreement with the BCS theory in the local 
"dirty" limit. Cucolo et al. (34) have also measured X(T) 
over the full range of temperature utilizing single cross type 
niobium and vanadium based Josephson junctions. 
It should be noted that none of the above experiments 
were performed utilizing SNS junctions. As well as providing 
information about the field penetration depth of the super­
conducting electrodes, a similar experiment performed on SNS 
junctions could indicate the feasibility of using temperature 
to drive successive flux quanta in or out of a junction rather 
than a magnetic field as is conventionally done. 
A further aspect of Josephson junctions receiving 
considerable attention recently is the effect of vortices 
trapped in the superconducting electrodes on the critical 
8 
current. Fulton et al. (35) first observed discrete quantized 
increases in the differential conductance of tunnel junctions, 
which they attributed to the presence of individual vortices 
in the electrodes. Hebard and Eick (36) confirmed that flux 
trapping reduces the critical current of Josephaon junctions, 
an effect due to a parallel component of the field in the 
junction resulting from vortex misalignment. Washington and 
Fulton (37) observed that Josephson junctions cooled in the 
presence of a perpendicular field do not exhibit significant 
flux trapping unless the cooling field is greater than a 
minimum threshold value. The collective effect of hundreds 
of trapped vortices on the differential conductance of SIS 
junctions was investigated by Uchida et al. (38), with the 
suppression of the critical current due to an individual 
trapped flux quantum inferred. Also of interest is the 
effect of nontrapped flux channeling through a junction on 
its critical current. Rosenstein and Chen (39) observed the 
effects of a magnetic field with a perpendicular component on 
the critical current of an in-line SIS junction with no 
trapped flux. Theoretical aspects of this experiment were 
later discussed by Hebard and Fulton (4-0) who explained the 
results found in (39) to be a consequence of a magnetic field 
produced inside the junction resulting from induced surface 
currents. It is important for designers of electronic devices 
utilizing Josephson junctions to more fully understand these 
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effects since the devices will probably not operate in a field 
free environment. 
The work reported in this thesis includes the investi­
gation of the critical current of thin film cross type SNS 
junctions with the geometry as shown in Figure 1. The depen­
dence of the critical current on the normal metal thickness, 
superconducting electrode thickness, temperature, and magnetic 
field is studied. In particular, emphasis is given to the 
temperature and field dependence of the critical current, 
where the applied field is either parallel or perpendicular 
to the plane of the junction. With these tools, we wish to 
study flux trapping and irreversibility which arise from vor-
ticies pinned in the junction. 
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magnetic 
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Figure 1. Schematic of junction geometry and symmetric 
current configuration 
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THEORY • 
To set the stage for a study of the performance of 
Josephson junctions it is very useful to derive the basic 
equations and organize the theoretical framework in which the 
experiments are to be set. In this section, theoretical 
expressions for the critical current as a function of tem­
perature, magnetic field. Junction geometry, field penetration 
depth, and mean free path are obtained. First, Josephson's 
basic relations are derived. These are then used in the 
calculation of the effects of externally applied magnetic 
fields on the critical current of Josephson junctions. 
Finally, the temperature dependence of the zero field critical 
current of SNS junctions is investigated. 
Josephson Equations 
There are two basic Josephson equations, one which 
relates the local pair current density at any point in the 
junction to the phase difference across the junction and a 
second which relates the voltage across the junction to the 
time derivitive of the phase difference. There are various 
approaches one may take in deriving Josephson's equations. 
The phenomenological approach presented here follows that 
given by Feynman (41), which also is discussed in a review 
article by de Bruyn Ouboter (42). For a microscopic approach, 
see references (3, 4-3). 
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Ginzburg and Landau first introduced the concept of 
describing a superconducting system by a complex spatially 
dependent order parameter, 1*. This Y can be thought of as 
the macroscopic wave function of the entire coherent system 
and may be written in the form 
probability of finding a Cooper pair at a particular location. 
Ginzburg and Landau (44) showed that the current density 
described by such a wave function in the presence of a mag­
netic field is given by 
Since superconducting electrons move as Cooper pairs, the mass 
M and charge Q should be replaced by 2m and 2e where e and m 
are the charge and mass of an electron, respectively. Thus, 
by substituting equation 1 into equation 2, one obtains 
( 1 )  
where (j) is the phase of the wave function and p = | W| is the 
J = §- ( YVY* - **7?) - §A|Y|2j. ( 2 )  
j = pi(1hV4. - #^ A) . (3) 
A state vector of a superconductor-barrier-supercon-
ductor system can be written as 
|Y> = Yi|1> + YglZ), (4) 
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where ^ are the wave functions of the two superconductors 
and I1> and |2> are the corresponding base states. See 
Figure 2. The time dependence of the system is described by 
the Schrodinger equation 
iR_ajY> = H|Y>. (5) 
at 
The Hamiltonian is given by 
H = Hi + + Ht, (6) 
where and Hg are the Hamiltonians of the two unperturbed 
states and is the tunneling Hamiltonian between the two 
states. 
The coupling amplitude K given by 
K = <1 \ E ^ \ 2 >  = <2|Ht|1> (7) 
is a measure of the coupling interaction between the two 
superconducting electrodes. Substituting equations 4 and 6 
into equation 5 and making use of equation 7, one obtains 
BY i-H _2. = E,*, + KY. 
at ^ ' 
( 8 )  
3 U/ 
i-n III = E.ï. + Kï, 
at ' ' 
where = <i|H^|i> = 2y^, i = I or 2 and is the 
chemical potential. When a d.c. potential V is applied across 
the junction, the chemical potentials are shifted such that 
u 
Figure 2. Detailed schematic of junction showing field 
penetration depth, X(T), and integration 
contour, r 
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- Eg = 2Ve. Choosing the zero of' the energy midway 
between that of the two sides and making use of the form of 
Y given in equation 1, one obtains 
^ ° 3in 4, ^ = - rV Pi "Z * (9a) 
. f /EToos é t . K /fT.., 4 _ JV (9b) 
where & = - $2 is the phase difference of the macroscopic 
superconducting wave function across the barrier. The pair 
current density, defined by 
J = 3Pl = - ^^2 (10) 
3t at 
is thus given by 
J = sin 4» = JQ sin ({> . (1'') 
Equations 9b can be combined to give the time dependence of 
the phase difference which is 
li _ 2Ve. (12) 
3t " -K • 
Equations 11 and 12 are the two basic Josephson relations. 
It should be noted that the gauge invariant form of the 
Josephson relations is given by replacing <[) in equations 11 
and 12 with the gauge invariant phase difference (4.5) 
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(13) 
where A is the magnetic vector potential; H = V x A. 
By integrating equation 12 with respect to time, 
equation 11 becomes 
J = J sin 
o (•t.o(x,y) + , ( U )  
where 4^(x,y) is the constant of integration. It can be seen 
that a constant nonzero voltage applied across the junction 
will give rise to an alternating current through the barrier. 
through the barrier. The two situations just described above 
are referred to as the a.c. and d.c. Josephson effect, respec­
tively. The d.c. Josephson effect was first observed by 
Anderson and Rowell (4-6), while the a.c. Josephson effect was 
discovered shortly thereafter by Shapiro (47). The zero vol­
tage current carrying state of the barrier indicates that the 
superconducting properties of the two superconducting elec­
trodes have actually extended through the barrier. Details of 
this "proximity effect" and the magnitude of J^ will be 
discussed later. 
In the case of zero applied voltage, a d.c. current can exist 
17 
Effect of Magnetic Fields on the Critical Current 
The effects of an externally applied magnetic field on 
the critical current are crucially important to the under­
standing of Josephson junction phenomena. The spatial depen­
dence of the phase difference (j)(x,y)'in the presence of a 
magnetic field parallel to the plane of the junction is 
derived. This result is used to obtain the critical current 
as a function of parallel magnetic field. The argument is 
then extended to deal with the case of perpendicularly 
applied fields and trapped flux. 
Parallel fields 
Field dependence of d)(x,y) First, the spatial 
dependence of the phase difference ())(x,y) in the presence of 
an externally applied magnetic field parallel to the plane of 
the junction must be derived. Recall, by definition, 
$(y) = $i(y) - <l>p(y) 
(15: 
(l)(y + dy) = 4^ (y + dy) - Ogfy + dy) . 
Referring to Figure 2, it can be seen that 
(j)(y + dy) - *(y) = - ^ *i(y) - $i(y + dy)] 
(16) 
18 
Making use of equation 3 for V(j), one, obtains 
(17) 
where c})^ = hc/2e is the flux quantum. If it is assumed 
that the thickness of the superconducting layers is much 
larger than the London field penetration depth X, the contri­
bution of J'd& along F vanishes deep within the supercon­
ductor. The parts of the contour F near the boundary are 
perpendicular to the shielding currents, thus J*d& is zero 
there also. If one assumes the thickness t of the barrier is 
small so that contributions to the line integral through the 
barrier are negligible, equation 17 reduces to 
Making use of Stokes theorem and the fact that H = V x A, one 
obtains 
( 1 8 )  
(19) 
= - H* d dy , 
19 
where d = (t + A^(T) + AgfT)), is. the component of the 
magnetic field in the junction in the x direction, t is the 
thickness of the barrier, and gX?) a.re the field penetra­
tion depths in the superconductors. In the limit of dy 0, 
equation 19 becomes 
9<1) = — d H • (20a) 
ay *o 
Similarly, 
^ = + d H (20b) 
ta '^ o y 
and finally 
V(t> = d (H X n) , (21) 
*0 
where n is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of the 
junction. Note that this equation relates the spatial depen­
dence of the phase difference across the junction, and thus 
the Josephson current, to the spatial dependence of the mag­
netic field in the junction. The same result is obtained if 
the thickness of the barrier is not assumed small and the 
gauge invariant phase difference is used. 
It is important to note that the relation d = (t + 
X^(T) + AgCT)) is valid only when the thicknesses of the 
superconductors are much greater than the London field pene­
tration depths. This is not the case for thin film supercon­
20 
ducting electrodes near the critical temperature where X(T) 
diverges. Weihnacht (48) has shown, using the field distri­
bution inside the superconductors given by the London 
approach, that the correct equation to use is 
The magnetic flux through the junction is given by $ = 
H¥d where H is the applied external field, W is the width of 
the junction and d is the effective thickness. For films 
where d^ » A^(T=0) and dg >> ) the flux ranges from a 
minimum of (t> = H¥(t + A^(0) + ^^(0)) at T = 0 K to a maximum 
of $ = HW(t + d^/2 + dg/Z) at the critical temperature. 
Sine-Gordon equation A second order nonlinear partial 
differential equation for <J>(x,y) can be obtained by combining 
equations 11, 12 and 21 with Maxwell's equation: 
(23) 
Using the fact that for a parallel plate capacitor D = 4TTCV, 
where C is the capacitance per unit area, one obtains a form 
of the sine-Gordon equation 
21 
(24) 
where 
V = c (25) 
and 
1/2 (26)  X 
J STTedJ 
o 
Xj, the so-called Josephson penetration depth, is a 
measure of the distance in which d.c. Josephson currents are 
confined to the edges of the junction. In the small junction 
limit, where Xj is much larger than the dimensions of the 
junction, the Josephson current is uniform across the junc­
tion. Conversely, in the large junction limit, where Xj is 
much smaller than the dimensions of the junction, the Joseph-
son current is confined to a band of width Xj around the 
perimeter of the junction. 
The actual current and field distributions inside the 
junction can, in principle, be obtained from equations 14 and 
21 by solving equation 24 subject to the appropriate boundary 
conditions. Unfortunately, the general solution to this par­
tial differential equation for rectangular geometry has not 
been found, though it has been extensively investigated 
22 
(49-52, 30). The time independent one dimensional form of 
equation 24 has been solved exactly by Owen and Scalapino 
(25) with rich insight gained about the electrodynamic proc­
esses occurring within Josephson junctions. Of particular 
interest is the way the junction's self field affects the 
current distribution across the junction and the critical 
current as a funcion of externally applied field. 
Vaglio (53) has solved 
where X is a constant. By comparing the one dimensional solu­
tions of equation 27 with the exact one dimensional solutions 
of equation 24, the best agreement is found (54) by choosing 
X = 1/2. Vaglio then infers that the two dimensional solu­
tions of equation 27 using the above value of x will be a 
reasonable approximation to the actual time independent solu­
tions of equation 24, provided the applied field is less than 
a critical value. 
There are several results of Vaglio's calculation that 
are of interest. The current distribution across a junction 
of square geometry in zero applied field is maximum at the 
(27) 
which is obtained by replacing equation 11 by 
J — > (28)  
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corners and monotonically decreases to a minimum at the center 
as shown in Figure 3. This is due to the fact that the mag­
netic field associated with the Josephson current itself per­
turbs the system. The greater the Josephson current is, the 
greater the "self field" is and thus the more nonuniform the 
current distribution becomes. For example, letting W desig­
nate the width of a junction in zero magnetic field, when 
W/Xj < 1, the ratio of the minimum to the maximum current 
density is given by J^^^Z-^max = ^min/^max = 
0.65 and when W/\j = 8, = 0.27. In the presence of 
a magnetic field, the current density is skewed asymmetrically 
in the direction perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. 
It is important to keep these ideas in mind when analyzing the 
experimental data because the total current is what is 
actually measured, rather than the current density. 
Fraunhofer pattern The total Josephson current of a 
junction in an applied magnetic field can be determined in 
principle by solving either equation 24 or 21 for the phase 
(j)(x,y) and then integrating the current density, equation 11, 
over the area of the junction. This can be done exactly when 
the field is uniform inside the junction, ie. when self field 
effects are negligible. Let the applied field be in the plane 
of the junction in the y direction with magnitude H. Equation 
20b can be integrated directly, giving 
0369 
Figure 3. Current distribution of square junction in zero field for 
several values of W/A. , as calculated by Vaglio 
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*(x) = d H X + <|)q , (29) 
where the second 4)^ is the integration constant. The 
critical current is given by maximizing the total Josephson 
current 
[//• I g = max I / / J Q sin 4» dx dy ] •  (30) 
I = max •< 
L/2 rW/2 
h J—T In J - dx J Q sin(ax + 4^)^ 
-L/2 -W/2 
(31a) 
where 
a = l^d H . 
*0 
(31b) 
This integral is most easily evaluated by rewriting it as 
I_ = max L Im 
W/2 
J eiax dx 
o 
-W/2 
(32) 
This expression is maximized when (|)^ = ir/2. Assuming 
is constant, this integral reduces to 
:c = :o 
sin g 
a 
(33a) 
where I = J^LW is the zero field critical current and 
0 o 
26 
_ irHWd 4) 
« - — = ^ f » (33b) 
o 
—7 P 
where = hc/2e = 2.06 10" gauss-cm is the quantum of 
flux and cj) is the flux threading the junction. Thus the 
critical current will undergo periodic oscillations as the 
field is increased from zero as shown in Figure 4> with the 
oscillations being damped out as 1/H for large H. These peri­
odic oscillations of the critical current as a function of 
field were first observed by Rowell (23) and soon confirmed 
by Fiske (24). 
It is interesting to note from equation 33a that the 
square of the critical current has the same functional form 
as the intensity of a diffraction pattern obtained by passing 
light through a single slit. Thus, the vs. H curve is 
often referred to as the Fraunhofer pattern for Josephson 
junctions. In the optics case, the minima occur at regular 
intervals of position on the screen, whereas in the junction 
case the minima are periodic in the applied magnetic field. 
In fact; the field at the n^^ minimum corresponds to the 
field at which there are n flux quanta in the junction. Thus, 
the critical current can be used as a sensitive probe to 
count quanta of magnetic flux as they move in or out of the 
junction. 
27 
0 
3 2 0 2 3 4 4 
Figure 4» Critical current as a function of flux enclosed by 
the junction, forming a Fraunhofer interference 
pattern. The field is applied in the plane of the 
junction and is assumed uniform in the junction 
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A very interesting feature of these results is that the 
critical current may also undergo oscillations as a function 
of temperature. Recall from equation 22 and the discussion 
thereafter that the flux through the junction is temperature 
dependent due to the fact X is temperature dependent. By the 
appropriate choice of parameters, this temperature dependence 
of the flux in a constant magnetic field will produce oscilla­
tions in the vs. T curve as can be seen from equations 33a 
and 33b. 
In a large number of experiments, all of the conditions 
required in the derivation of equation 33a are not met, thus 
it is useful to explore some of the factors that may cause the 
critical current to deviate from the ideal Fraunhofer form. 
When the critical current is large enough that self field 
effects cannot be neglected, i.e., when W/Xj > 1, the field 
due to the Josephson current will perturb the system. A good 
approximation to the critical current can be obtained by using 
the results of Vaglio's calculation (53) for the spatial 
dependence of the current density and phase difference to 
integrate equation 30. Unfortunately, this is a very compli­
cated integral and in general it must be done numerically. 
This has been done (29) for a rectangular SIS Junction where 
W/Xj = 2.5 with very good experimental agreement. 
One can easily predict the qualitative deviations from 
the ideal Fraunhofer curve due to self field effects by re­
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placing J Q in equation 32 by a function with the same quali­
tative behavior as the hyperbolic cosine dependence given by 
Vaglio. A reasonable first approximation is 
The constant A affects the curvature of the current distribu-
tion and B is a constant asymmetry. J is determined by 
normalization: 
Using A = 1.1 and B = 0.6 in equation 34 and analytically 
integrating equation 32 we obtain.the vs. H curve shown 
in Figure 5. The inset shows the current distribution JQ(X). 
The asymmetry in the current distribution about the origin is 
what gives rise to the lifting of the minima. A nonsymmetric 
current distribution will result in incomplete phase cancella­
tion of electrons just as in optics a slit with nonuniform 
transmission coefficient will not produce complete destructive 
interference. 
Another factor that can distort the Fraunhofer pattern is 
the way the current is fed into the junction. For the cross 
type geometry considered here, the symmetry of the current in 
the leads will affect the current distribution inside the 
junction. Also, in the case of thin film cross strips, the 
(34) 
J Q dx dy . (35) 
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Figure 5» Fraunhofer pattern at T — 4«72 K for sample ^7» 
W/X =3.3 so Eq. 33 no longer strictly 
applies. Lifting of minima indicates incomplete 
phase cancellation of the electrons» The solid 
line is obtained from Eq. 32 using the current 
distribution given by Eq. 34, shown in the inset 
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current density across the strip is nonuniform and is maximum 
at the edges (55, 56). An external magnetic field with a 
component perpendicular to the plane of the junction will 
further distort the current distribution in the thin film 
current leads. These effects must be considered when 
attempting to quantitatively fit theory to experimental data. 
Perpendicular fields 
In the study of Josephson junctions in a weak perpendicu­
lar magnetic field, there are rather complicated electro-
dynamic effects which control the critical current of a cross 
type junction. By weak, it is meant when there is a complete 
Meissner effect in the superconducting electrodes. The deri­
vation presented here follows that given by J. R. Clem (57). 
When a magnetic field is applied to a junction, the field 
lines will be excluded from and deform around the supercon­
ductors due to the Meissner effect. This is illustrated for 
single superconducting strips and separated crossed strips in 
the presence of a perpendicularly applied magnetic field in 
Figure 6. In the region of the junction itself, the field 
lines curve around the bottom strip, penetrate the barrier 
across the corners and finally curve around the top strip. 
For clarity, the projection of the field lines in Figure 6 on 
the plane of the junction is shown in Figure 7. This parallel 
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Figure 6. Perturbation of magnetic field lines in the 
vicinity of an SNS junction 
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Figure 7. Projection of the field lines shown in Figure 6 
onto the plane of the junction. The direction 
of the induced surface current due to the applied 
field is indicated by the arrows 
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component of the field in the junction will alter the phase ({> 
via equation 21 and hence the Josephson current distribution. 
The critical current as a function of perpendicular mag­
netic field in the small field regime, i.e., when there is a 
complete Meissner effect, is calculated in a manner similar to 
that for a parallel applied field. One can obtain <l)(p) by 
integrating equation 21 from the origin to a point p in the 
plane of the junction using polar coordinates. Referring to 
the geometry given in Figure 8 where the junction is centered 
at the origin, one obtains 
The phase difference across the junction at a point p is given 
by $(p); (1)(0) is the phase difference at the origin. The 
critical current of the junction is given by integrating equa­
tion 30 using the above expression for 4). The maximum current 
occurs when #(0) = n/2. Thus, one obtains 
(36) 
0 
(37) 
•where the double integration is over the area of the junction. 
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Figure 8. Field lines in the junction and induced surface 
current on the top of the bottom strip of the 
junction 
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This is a well-defined integral which can be evaluated, at 
least numerically, once the field H is known. 
An exact solution for the magnetic field profile in the 
junction is extremely difficult to obtain, but one can make a 
good estimate based on rather general considerations. It is 
known that V»B = 0 from one of Maxwell's equations and that 
the field lines must go diagonally across the corners of the 
junction as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, a first guess for 
the qualitative form of the field channeling through the 
normal layer of the junction is 
H = b^ (x Î - y Î) , (38) 
where 
b' e(-z t/2)/x |2| > t/2 
(39) 
b» |z| < t/2 
The z dependence of b^ arises due to the fact that the 
field decays exponentially in the superconductors. The field 
is assumed constant in the normal layer. 
The problem remains of determining the value of b^ from 
appropriate boundary conditions. A reasonable choice is to 
use conservation of current. The current distribution on top 
of the bottom superconducting strip inside the junction can be 
calculated from Maxwell's equation; 
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(V X H) = !5o (y î + X î) . (40) 4.TrX 
The surface shielding current induced on half of the upper 
surface of the bottom superconducting strip outside the junc­
tion due to the Meissner effect is (58) 
where W is the width of the strip and H is the magnitude of 
the perpendicular externally applied magnetic field. Conser­
vation of current is required, i.e., the current flowing in 
the strip outside the junction must equal the current flowing 
in the junction. Referring to Figure 8, it can be seen that 
(42) 
Equating the two values of I-j/2 obtains 
(43) 
A reasonable approximation to the critical current is 
obtained by using equation 38 to integrate equation 37. This 
can be done in a closed form if one assumes a square junction. 
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The result Is (59) 
(44) 
where a Is defined in equation 33b and Si(x) is the standard 
sine integral defined by: 
The properties of this function are well known and tabulated 
(60). The sine integral and the critical current are plotted 
in Figure 9. Of primary interest is the fact that 
decreases quadratically near zero field and as 1/H for larger 
fields. Also I^/Ig is temperature and geometry depen­
dent as can be seen from equations 33b and 22. As T 
approaches T^ or as the junction thickness t increases, 
the critical current shown in Figure 9 will drop off faster 
with increasing field H. The detailed quantitative shape may 
or may not be correct, depending on the validity of the form 
of the field distribution H assumed inside the junction. 
The effect of a perpendicular magnetic field on the 
critical current described above is expected to occur only 
for small fields, i.e., when no vortices penetrate the super­
conducting films. When the applied field is sufficiently 
0 
(45) 
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Figure 9. Sine integral and functional form of the critical 
current of a cross type SNS junction in the 
presence of a weak perpendicularly applied 
magnetic field. 
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large, vortices will enter and be trapped in the junction 
electrodes, altering the magnitude of the critical current 
and causing the vs. H curve to be irreversible. 
Trapped vortices 
Vortices of magnetic flux trapped in the superconducting 
electrodes of a Josephson junction can have a profound effect 
on the critical current of the junction (36). The mechanism 
by which this occurs is the following. Suppose a vortex 
channels through the junction as shown in Figure 10. The loca­
tions where the vortex penetrates the two superconductors will 
in general not be exactly lined up because the pinning sites 
are randomly located. The resulting parallel component of 
the field in the junction will affect the Josephson current 
in that region because the phase difference (J) is altered by 
the field. The effect of the misaligned vortices will be a 
function of their relative displacement as well as their 
specific locations in the junction. Vortices perfectly 
lined up will not significantly affect the Josephson current, 
the reduction being on the order of the ratio of the core 
area to the total area of the junction which is extremely 
small. 
The critical current of a junction containing misaligned 
vortices in zero external field will be less than that of a 
junction containing no vortices. This is because in the 
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Figure 10. Field lines of a single misaligned trapped vortex 
pair showing the parallel component of the field 
in the junction 
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vicinity of each vortex there will be regions where the Joseph-
son current will be opposite in direction and thus cancel. As 
a rough approximation, the critical current of a junction 
containing one vortex misaligned by a distance & will be re-
duced by a factor 1-2 /A, where A is the area of the 
junction. 
There are two primary methods by which one may introduce 
trapped vortices into a junction. One is to apply a perpen­
dicular magnetic field of sufficient strength such that the 
field at the edge of the junction, due to the demagnetizing 
effect, reaches the critical field and allows nucleation of 
vortices . Another method is to cool the junction through its 
superconducting transition temperature in the presence of a 
perpendicular magnetic field. Using this latter method, and 
assuming that a small number of vortices are trapped at the 
same pinning sites upon subsequent cooldowns, one might expect 
the critical current as a function of cooling field to be a 
step-like function; the critical current would step to a 
different value for each new vortex introduced. 
It is possible to obtain an approximate expression for 
the critical current of a junction containing trapped flux as 
a function of both parallel and perpendicular applied magnetic 
field. Once an expression for the magnetic field in the junc­
tion is obtained, the critical current can be calculated, as 
in the previous cases of either perpendicular or parallel 
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applied magnetic field. Omitting the complicated details (57) 
one arrives at 
Ic = f f  Jo *(P) » (46a) 
where the phase difference $(p), in general, is given by the 
sum of three terms; 
4»(p) = «I'll (p) + <1>J L(p) + ^^(pl • (46b) 
4>|| (p) is the term giving rise to the standard Fraunhofer 
pattern resulting from a parallel applied field, is the 
contribution from a weak perpendicularly applied field con­
sidered in the previous section, and ^^(p) is the phase dif­
ference arising from the effect of misaligned vortices in the 
junction. The solution given by equation 46 involves compli­
cated integrals which must be done numerically. 
A few representative vs. H curves calculated by 
K. Biagi (61) are shown in Figure 11 for the case of a single 
vortex. The insets show the position of the vortex in a 
square junction, the dots indicating the points of penetration 
through the superconducting films. Notice that when the 
vortex penetrates in adjacent quadrants of the junction, as 
in Figure lib, the critical current is skewed asymetrically 
about the origin. When the penetration occurs in diagonal 
quadrants, shown in Figure 11c, the critical current has two 
& (mT) 
(a) 
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(b) 
OJO 
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Figure 11. Characteristic theoretical critical current curves as a function 
of Bj^  for four different single vortex misalignment configurations 
as calculated from Eq. 4.6. Insets show vortex placement in the 
junction 
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Figure 12. Theoretical critical current curves vs. (a) 
and (b) B|| as calculated from Eq. 46; in both 
cases the vortex configuration is the same, as 
shown in the insets 
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maxima, the relative amplitudes of which depend on the spe­
cific location of the vortex. Figure 12b shows how the Fraun-
hofer pattern is distorted by the presence of a single mis­
aligned vortex. When many vortices are introduced into the 
junction the critical current curves will obviously become 
more complicated. 
Given the critical current as a function of both perpen­
dicular and parallel field for a junction containing a vortex, 
one should in principle be able to determine the specific 
location of the vortex by matching the theoretical curves with 
the data. This technique could be used as an aid to under­
standing the basic nature of the phenomenon of flux pinning. 
Proximity Effects of SNS Junctions 
When a superconductor and normal metal are in good elec­
trical contact the electrical properties of each material will 
be affected by the other. Superconducting electrons (Cooper 
pairs) will diffuse from the superconductor across the inter­
face, extending the superconducting properties into the normal 
metal. Also, normal electrons will diffuse into the super­
conductor, reducing the superconducting character of the 
superconductor. This alteration of the properties of the 
superconductor and normal metal is called the proximity effect 
(17). The long range (several hundred nm) of the proximity 
effect permits the possibility of Cooper pairs actually 
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passing through the normal layer of an SNS junction as a 
supercurrent. When this occurs, the phase coherence of the 
superconducting electrons in the two electrodes will give 
rise to all the Josephson phenomena previously discussed. 
The problem now, however, is to obtain an expression for the 
magnitude of the maximum Josephson current density, or 
critical current density, In proximity effect systems 
the density of states and effective electron-electron 
interaction vary with position across the interface, and thus 
they cannot be described within the framework of the BCS 
theory (1 ) . 
The theory of the proximity effect was first developed by 
Werthamer (11), de Gennes and Guyon (12), and de Gennes (13). 
The basic ideas and assumptions involved in the derivation of 
the critical current density, J^, for SNS junctions which are 
presented here follow the presentation given by Clarke (18) 
and Barone and Paterno (62), 
The spatially dependent order parameter A(r), analagous 
to the energy gap A of the BCS theory, can be written as 
A(f) = V(r) F(r) , (47) 
where V(r) is the effective electron-electron interaction and 
F(r) is the pair condensation amplitude; |F(r)|^ repre­
sents the probability amplitude of finding a Cooper pair at a 
point r. The order parameter is the solution of Gor'kov's 
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self-consistent equation (63) 
A(r) = y K(r,r') A ( r ' )  d ^ r '  ,  (48) 
where the kernel, K(r,r'), has a range of the coherence 
length, ç(T). This equation is valid for small A(R), i.e., 
when the system is sufficiently close to its critical tempera­
ture T^. Also assumed in the analysis is that both the 
superconductor and normal metal are in the dirty limit (&<<g) 
and the films are relatively thick. With these assumptions, 
the details of the structure at the interfaces becomes less 
important. Far from the interface, i.e., in the limit K^x >> 
1, de Gennes obtains the following expression for F(x) in the 
metal barrier: 
The Fermi velocity in the normal layer is given by v^^, &^ 
is the normal metal mean free path, and T„^ is the critical 
^ ' cn 
temperature of the normal metal barrier. Note that when the 
ln(T/T_) 
(49) 
normal barrier is not a superconductor, reduces to g^(T): 
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«nW (50) 
Utilizing the above ideas and the boundary conditions 
F^ (0) Fg(0) 
\ %s 
dF„(x) 
I .  fn n dx 
dF_(x) 
= ® 
Q fs s dx 
(51) 
0 9 
where N represents the density of states at the Fermi level 
and A is the mean free path, the subscripts s and n referring 
to the superconductor and normal metals respectively, de 
Gennes obtains for a dirty SNS junction: 
J = J^(T,d^) sin <t) 
Jo(T,d„) = A (T^ - T)2 
n 
^ " 7Ç(3)-nD N 
n n 
This equation is valid provided K^d^ » 1, where d^ is the 
normal metal thickness. The diffusion coefficients ^ are 
defined by 
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Ds.n = J Vf8,n *8,% ' 
The primary features of equation 52 are the quadratic 
temperature dependence of the critical current density near 
Tg and the exponential dependence of the normal 
metal thickness d^. Also affecting the critical current are 
the density of states, Fermi velocities, and mean free paths 
of both the superconductor and normal metal. 
The zero field critical current, 1^, in equations 33a 
and 44 is thus given by 
• Ig = JofT'dn'LW ' (54) 
where L and W are the length and width of the junction, 
respectively, and is given by equation 52. 
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
Sample Preparation 
To form the various thin film alloys for these experi­
ments, master ingots were cast. The superconductor, con­
sisting of lead alloyed with 2.5% bismuth, was made by E. D. 
Gibson (EDG 8.151-3) in the Metallurgy and Ceramics Division 
of the Ames Laboratory in the form of a long rod. Pieces were 
cut from the master and etched prior to evaporation. A 
silver - 4% aluminum master (ARF-163 6-1-83) was prepared by 
John Wheelock of Rick Schmidt's group in the Metallurgy and 
Ceramics Division of the Ames Laboratory. The alloy was 
formed by melting the silver and aluminum separately in a 
carbon crucible, mechanically removing the dross, weighing, 
and finally melting the metals together in a carbon crucible. 
Pieces were cut from the master, etched, rolled, etched and 
further cut into small pieces in preparation for evaporation. 
A high vacuum evaporation system was employed to prepare 
the samples. The alloys were evaporated from electrically 
heated molybdenum boats. The superconducting layers were 
formed by evaporating to completion the lead alloy in two 
separate boats, one for each layer, at a rate of 120 l/sec. 
To ensure a homogeneous normal layer, the silver alloy was 
deposited by dropping one pellet of alloy into the boat and 
completely evaporating it before adding the next pellet. Each 
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pellet contributed approximately 130 A to the thickness of the 
film. The pressure typically rose from 10" to 10" torr 
during the course of the depositions. The time between suc­
cessive evaporations of the alloys was less than 30 seconds, 
so less than one monolayer of molecules could have formed 
between layers, assuming a sticking coefficient of unity. Two 
samples were simultaneously deposited on 1 x 1/2 inch glass 
(Corning 7059) substrates. The substrates had surface irregu­
larities on the order of 3 nm as can be seen in Figure 13a. 
One sample consisted of an SNS junction and the other was a 
normal strip to be used for resistivity measurements. The 
geometry of the junction and normal strip was defined by move­
able molybdenum shadow masks in close proximity (less than 3 
mil) with the substrates. The substrates were mounted on a 
copper cold trap cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature during 
evaporation for the purpose of maintaining a sharp, well 
defined boundary between the superconductor and normal metal 
layers. Samples evaporated on room temperature substrates 
tended to have pinholes in the N layer (21). The samples 
were slowly warmed to room temperature to prevent cracking 
and peeling of the silver layer due to the differential 
thermal expansion of the silver and glass. The SNS samples 
were exposed to the atmosphere less than 15 minutes while 
being transferred to the cryostat. The thickness and width 
of the samples were measured using a Dektak thickness 
^ y: 
(b) 
Figure 13. Profiles obtained using a Dektak profiler. 
(a) Profile of clean Corning 7059 glass substrate. 
(b) Profile of Pb-Bi cross strip of sample #8 
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profiler. Figure 13b shows a typical profile, that of the 
first Pb-Bi layer of sample #8. Other parameters character­
izing the junctions are listed in Table 1. 
Cryostat 
The SNS junctions were mounted on a cryostat designed to 
operate between 0.4 and 10 K. The substrate was attached with 
a thin layer of Apiezon N grease to a 3/16" thick copper block 
on the back of which was a calibrated germanium thermometer 
(GR 1592). A heater was also mounted on the copper sample 
holder for the purpose of temperature control. A temperature 
controller (Lake Shore Cryotronics, model DTG 500-SP) was used 
to keep the temperature constant to a precision of less than a 
millikelvin. 
Electrical connections to the sample were made using 
superconducting wires. The current and voltage leads were 
soldered to the films on the substrate with a 50% Pb - 50% Bi 
alloy which had a critical temperature significantly higher 
than that of the junction. The symmetry of the current feed 
to the junction was controlled with small resistors as shown 
in Figure 14. A perfectly symmetric current feed is obtained 
when = R^ and R^ = R^. The resistors also had the effect 
of damping out induced currents arising from changing magnetic 
fields. 
Table 1, Properties of SNS junctions 
Sample d d p S, Ç W (x10^) A (xlO^) \ T XX S3 XX XX XX O C 
p 
(nm) (nm) (wO-cm) (nm) (nm) (cm) (cm ) (nm) (K) 
1 650 600 5.6 20.8 40.0 3.6 1.0 - 7.3 
2 580 650 4.53 25.7 44.7 3.5 1.5 - 7.3 
3 560 600 4.81 24.2 43.4 3.4 1.3 - 7.3 
4 480 650 5.02 23.2 42.5 3.5 1.4 61 7.29 
5 320 650 5.16 22.5 41.5 3.6 1.4 - 7.33 
6 460 740 4.43 26.2 44 • 8 3.7 1.5 64 7.29 
7 520 370 5.47 21 .2 40.3 3.3 1.3 62 7.24 
8 450 750 5.09 22.8 41.8 3.8 1.6 - 7.30 
9 480 650 4.31 27.0 45.5 3.5 1.5 — 7.30 
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Figure 14. Symmetric current feed arrangement accomplished 
via insertion of resistors in series with the 
superconducting leads 
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The critical current of the samples was determined by 
using a SQUID voltmeter, which has a voltage resolution of 
12 10" volts. The critical current is defined as the current 
at which a voltage first develops across the junction. To 
operate properly, the SQUID sensor and sample must reside in 
a magnetically stable environment. This is accomplished by 
surrounding the end of the cryostat with a superconducting 
lead cylinder mounted just inside the helium dewar. The 
residual magnetic field in the sample space was reduced to a 
few milligauss by surrounding the helium dewar with three 
concentric co-netic magnetic field shields prior to cooling 
the lead cylinder. 
A magnetic field was applied to the sample using a pair 
of Helmholtz coils with perpendicular axes. The coils were 
mounted on the vacuum can surrounding the sample and were 
inside the superconducting shield. The field of the Helmholtz 
coils was calibrated with the shield in place from the vs. 
T curve for indium (64). As expected, the shield signifi­
cantly reduced the field from that calculated for Helmholtz 
coils in free space. 
Electrical Measurements 
Data acquisition was semi-automated with an Apple II plus 
microcomputer. The* SNS junction characteristics were obtained 
using the system schematically shown in Figure 15» The cur-
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Figure 15. Schematic of junction V-I characteristic 
measurement system 
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rent through the junction could not be measured directly 
because the r.f, noise introduced into the shielded circuit 
interferred with the operation of the SQUID. The battery 
operated constant current supply (SHE Model CCS) was thus 
connected via a stepper motor to a helipot from which the 
current was inferred. The stepper motor was operated with 
hand held controls. The helipot voltage was recorded on the 
X axis of an x-y recorder as well as digitized by the computer 
using a high speed voltmeter (HP 3437A). The current calcu­
lated from the digitized voltage differed from the actual 
current by less than 1%. The y axis of the recorder measured 
the amplified voltage across the Junction, which could also 
be digitized. 
Temperature measurement system, shown in Figure 16, was 
completely automated. The resistance of the thermometer was 
determined by measuring the voltage across the thermometer 
and a standard resister with a nanovoltmeter (Keithley 181), 
reversing the current and repeating the measurements. Thermal 
emf's were averaged out by the reverse current measurements. 
The temperature was then calculated to a precision of less 
than 1 millikelvin from the resistance using the calibration 
constants for the thermometer. The entire temperature mea­
surement and calculation process took approximately 5 seconds 
and was limited primarily by the time allowed for the volt­
meter to settle. 
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Figure 16. Schematic of thermometry system 
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The magnitude of the applied magnetic field was deter­
mined from the measured current through the coils as shown in 
Figure 17. This was done by measuring the voltage across a 
standard resistor in series with the circuit. A car battery 
was used as the current supply to keep the electrical noise 
in the cryostat reduced to a minimum. 
The following sequence of events occurred during the 
acquisition of each data point. As the equipment operator 
slowly increased the current via the stepper motor, the 
voltage across the junction was rapidly sampled. When the 
voltage became greater than a specified value, the junction 
current was automatically measured. The temperature was then 
immediately measured and finally the magnetic field was deter­
mined. The data were then printed out and electronically 
stored on a floppy disk. The desired change in experimental 
parameters was made and the entire process was repeated for 
the next point. 
It should be noted that there was a small but potentially 
significant time interval of about 5 seconds between the 
measurement of the critical current and temperature. This 
could result in thermal hysteresis effects due to the non-zero 
thermal time constants of the sample holder. For the purposes 
of this experiment, the temperature could be ramped at a rate 
of ~1 mK/sec while taking data with inconsequential 
hysteresis. 
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Figure 17. Schematic of magnetic field measurement and 
control system 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The electrical properties and characteristics of the SNS 
junctions experimentally investigated are presented in this 
section. The voltage - current characteristics are discussed, 
followed by a comparison of the zero field critical current 
vs. temperature curves with the theory of de Gennes. The 
effects of both parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields on 
the critical current are then discussed. Finally, the results 
of the investigation of the effects of trapped magnetic flux 
on the maximum Josephson current are presented. 
Voltage - Current Characteristics 
The SNS junctions showed well defined reversible I-V 
characteristics which follow a modified resistively shunted 
junction model (65) very well as shown in Figure 18. There 
is an excellent empirical fit to 
V = R„ [(I - - (I. - (55) 
where I is the critical current and I„ is an excess c o 
current. An excess current of 1^/2 is predicted by the 
phase slip model (66), differing somewhat from ~1/8 which is 
experimentally observed here. 
The normal resistance of the junctions is temperature 
dependent, rising sharply from the estimated normal metal 
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Figure 18. V-I characteristic of sample #7 at T = 6.35 K. 
Solid line is experimental curve and dots are 
calculated from Eq. 55 using I = 4*26 10 amp, 
I =6.15 10 amp and R =2.05 10 ohm 
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resistance as T approaches T^. This increase in boundary 
resistance, shown for sample #6 in Figure 19, is ascribed to 
the propagation of a quasiparticle current into the super­
conductors. This phenomenon has been extensively investigated 
by Hsiang and Clarke (67, 68) and must be taken into account 
when attempting to extract the resistivity of the normal metal 
from the V-I curve. The correct resistivity is obtained using 
the low temperature slope of the V-I curve. The resistance of 
the normal layer in the junction calculated from the resistiv­
ity of a normal strip evaporated simultaneously with Junction 
is 13 micro-ohm, in very good agreement with that indicated 
from the V-I curves of the junction shown in Figure 19. 
Critical Current vs. Temperature 
The critical current spans many decades as a function of 
temperature, being quadratic in form near T^, in very 
good agreement with the theory of de Gennes (13). Figure 20, 
a typical critical current curve plotted on a log scale, shows 
the large range of I^ over a temperature range of just a 
few Kelvin. Self field effects become significant for this 
particular sample at T = 3.5 K, where W/Xj is approxi­
mately 2. For lower temperatures the Josephson current is 
non-uniform, being maximum at the perimeter of the junction 
and decreasing toward the center. Thus, the actual critical 
current density, occurring at the corners, is greater than the 
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T(K) 
Figure 19. Temperature dependence of the normal junction 
resistance for sample #6 
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10* 
10* 
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T(K) 
Figure 20. Critical current of sample #1, spanning five 
orders of magnitude, as a function of temperature 
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average current density obtained by dividing the total criti­
cal current by the total junction area. This indicates that 
the data shown in Figure 20 level off faster than the actual 
critical current density of the junction as the temperature 
decreases from 3 K (69). 
Concentrating on the temperature range near T^, where 
1 /2 
self field effects are negligible, one finds that is 
linear with temperature as shown in Figure 21. One can in 
fact calculate with no adjustable parameters using 
equation 52 with the experimental values of p^, d^, 
and junction area. This is shown by the solid line. If 
one adjusts K^d^ by 13% the broken line is obtained, 
effectively reducing the theoretical curve by a factor of 
four. Figure 22, showing similar data for another sample, 
clearly illustrates how the self field affects the critical 
current. 
The large discrepancy (a factor of approximately four) 
in the slopes of the experimental and theoretical results is 
due primarily to two effects. If the current feed to the 
junction is not symmetric, the current distribution across the 
junction will not be uniform and, as previously mentioned, the 
measured average critical current will be less than the actual 
critical current. When greater care was taken to balance the 
resistors splitting the current to the junction, the results 
shown in Figures 23 - 26 were obtained. The experimental data 
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Figure 21. vs. T for sample #4 
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Figure 22. J va. T for sample #5. Note the abrupt 
change in slope of the data due to self field 
effects . 
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1 /2 
Figure 23. J vs. T for sample #6 
c 
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Figure 24. J vs. T for sample #7 
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Figure 25. J vs. T for sample #8-. 
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Figure 26. J vs. T for sample #9 
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were consistently within a factor of two on either side of the 
theoretical curve, a difference easily explained in terms of 
the experimental uncertainty in the product K^d^ in 
the exponent of equation 52. 
Some samples exhibited a multivalued critical current, 
possibly a result of flux trapping occurring within the 
junction. Typical data for such samples are shown in Figure 
27. As the temperature was cycled the critical current repro-
ducibly jumped discontinuously from one branch to another. 
The arrows in Figure 27 indicate the direction the temperature 
was swept. Samples demonstrating such behavior were not used 
for further studies. 
To investigate the thickness dependence of the critical 
current, a aeries of samples was prepared where all parameters 
except d^ were held approximately constant. As shown in 
Figure 28, one indeed finds an exponential dependence of 
on d^. Lines with the theoretically calculated slope 
are drawn through the data. The two sets of data shown in 
Figure 28 were obtained using two different current feed con­
figurations; when greater care was taken to ensure a balanced 
current feed, the critical currents were larger. This is a 
result of the fact that the uniformity of the current distri-
(56) 
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T(K) 
Figure 27. Multivalued J vs. T for sample #5. Arrows 
c 
indicate the order the data was taken 
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T«6.50 K 
A Symmetric Current Feed 
• Not Perfectly Symmetric 
< 
u 
300 500 600 400 
dn(nm) 
Figure 28. Thickness dependence of the critical current for 
two different current feed configurations. 
Coherence length and junction area are relatively 
constant for all samples. Samples #1 - #5 are 
represented by dots and samples #6 - #9 by 
triangles. Data is for B = 0. 
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bution in the junction is influenced by the symmetry of the 
current feed to the junction. 
Critical Current vs. B|| 
Fraunhofer oscillations of regular periodicity were pro­
duced by the SNS junctions in the presence of an externally 
applied parallel magnetic field. Figure 29 shows data with an 
excellent fit to the ideal Fraunhofer formula 
Ic = lo sin a (57) 
This is the first time anyone has reported such good quality 
Fraunhofer patterns obtained from.SNS junctions. 
Junctions containing imperfections such that the SN 
interfaces are not perfectly smooth and parallel will not 
exhibit an ideal Fraunhofer pattern. Such imperfections will 
alter the phase distribution of the superconducting electrons 
and phase cancellation will not be complete, resulting in 
minima that do not go to zero and distorted oscillations. 
Data for such a sample are shown in Figure 30. Samples exhib­
iting non-ideal Fraunhofer patterns could still be used to 
investigate th«, temperature dependence of the period of 
oscillations. 
The effects of the self field on the critical current 
become evident when W/Aj > 2 as shown by the data in 
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0 0.2 -0.2 0.4 
6|i(mT) 
Figure 29» Fraunhofer pattern at T = 6.65 K for sample §1. 
W/A^ = 0.82 so Eq. 33 applies. Dots are 
experimental data and the solid line is 
calculated using Eq. 33> 
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T=6.46 K 
W/Xj= 1.3 
•• 
• • 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 
B„(mT) 
Figure 30. Fraunhofer pattern for sample #8 showing non-
ideal Fraunhofer pattern due to sample 
imperfections. Solid line is obtained from 
Eq. 33.and dots are experimental data. 
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Figure 5. The self field, coupled with the applied field, 
produces a nonuniform current distribution across the junction 
and hence a distorted Fraunhofer pattern. The current distri­
bution decreases toward the center of the junction due to the 
self field and is not symmetric due to the applied field. 
Assuming an approximate current density similar in form to 
that given in reference (53) as given by equation 34» one can 
obtain a reasonable qualitative fit to the critical current by 
choosing A = 1.1 and B = 0,6. The result is shown as the 
solid line in Figure 5, with the inset showing the current 
density. The lifting of the minima is controlled by the 
degree of asymmetry and the amplitude is affected by the 
degree of nonuniformity of the current density. 
The change in the effective junction area due to the 
temperature dependence of X can easily be detected by observ­
ing the period of oscillation of the Fraunhofer patterns. As 
the temperature approaches T^, the period of oscillation 
decreases as can be seen by the two curves in Figure 31. This 
is a result of the fact that when the area increases the field 
required to maintain the same flux decreases. Thus by ob­
serving the temperature dependence of the period of oscilla­
tion AB of a junction's Fraunhofer pattern, one can infer the 
temperature dependence of the field penetration depth in the 
superconducting banks. The excellent agreement between theory 
and experiment is illustrated for three samples in Figure 32. 
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Figure 31. Fraunhofer patterns at two temperatures for 
sample #7. The amplitudes are normalized so the 
zero field values are the same. Notice the 
temperature dependence of the period of 
oscillation 
Figure 32. Temperature dependence of the period, AB, of 
Fraunhofer oscillations for (a) sample #4, 
(b) sample #6, and (c) sample #7 which differ in 
d and d . Solid lines are calculated from Eqs. 
22, 33, and 58 using the values of X(0) shown. 
AB(mT) 
O P> 
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Assuming the form of X(T) to be that given by the BCS theory 
( 1 ) ,  
the only adjustable parameter in the fit is the zero tempera­
ture field penetration depth X(0), as can be seen from equa­
tions 22 and 58. The values used for A(0) are 64 nm, 61 nm, 
and 62 nm. The drop in AB for these samples is governed pri­
marily by the thickness of the superconducting banks; the 
greater the thickness of the superconductor, the smaller the 
period of oscillation becomes as T approaches T^. 
Theoretical projections of the Fraunhofer minima on the 
B-T plane are shown in Figures 33a and 34a. They clearly 
illustrate that a variety of vs. T curves can be obtained 
by selecting different applied magnetic fields. For example, 
at 0.5 mT, sample #7 should show one minimum in the vs. T 
curve at about 6.46 K as shown in Figure 33a. 1^ vs. T data 
taken at B = 0.5 mT are shown in Figure 33b. There is indeed 
one minimum at about 6.5 K. On a sample with thicker d^, 
there is more curvature of AB vs. T near T^, as shown in 
Figure 34a. At 0.5 mT one expects the vs. T curve to have 
4 minima, one at 5.87 K, 6.71 K, 6.96 K, and 7.10 K. Such a 
constant field sweep was taken and these minima are indeed 
observed, as shown in Figure 34b» 
(58) 
ai 
••••y 
ao 60 
0.5 
T( K)  
00 
Figure 33. Temperature dependent oscillations for sample #7. (a) Trajectories 
of the first 7 Fraunhofer minima projected on the B-T plane, as 
calculated from Eqs. 22, 33, and 58. At a constant field of 5 
gauss, one encounters the sixth minima at T = 6 .46  K. (b) Critical 
current, J (T,B=5 gauss)/J (T,B=0), vs. T at a constant field 
c c 
of 5 gauss. The dots are experimental data and the solid curve is 
calculated from sin a(B,T)/a(B,T) 
Figure 34» Temperature dependent oscillations for sample #6. (a) Trajectories 
of the first 9 Fraunhofer minima prodected on the B-T plane, as 
calculated from Eqs. 22, 33, and 58. At a constant field of 5 
gauss, one encounters minima at T = 5.87 K, 6.71 K, 6.96 K, and 
7.10 K. (b) Experimental critical current, J (T,B=5 gauss)/J (T,B=0), 
c c 
vs. T at a constant field of 5 gauss. Compare locations of the 
minima with those calculated using Eqs. 22, 33, and 58 shown in (a) 
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A three dimensional representation of the experimental 
critical current vs. field and temperature surface is shown in 
Figure 35, At zero field, near T^, y/ï~^ varies linearly with 
T as predicted by equation 52. As T approaches T^, the period 
of oscillation of the Fraunhofer patterns decreases according 
to equations 22 and 33. At lower temperatures, where self 
field effects become increasingly more important, the Fraun­
hofer minima do not go to zero and the pattern becomes dis­
torted. At a constant field, one encounters oscillations in 
vs. T as predicted by equations 22 and 33. It should be 
noted that the value of at the minima appears large in this 
plot because the ordinate is instead of I^. 
Critical Current vs. Bj_ 
In the presence of a perpendicularly applied magnetic 
field, the critical current decreases monotonically with in­
creasing field, going as 1/B for larger fields, as shown in 
Figure 36. Note the excellent qualitative agreement with 
equation 4-4 shown in Figure 37a. This indicates that the 
assumed functional form of the magnetic field in the junction 
given by equations 38 and 43 is very close to the actual field 
distribution. • Because this is an approximation, however, one 
may expect quantitative differences in detail between the 
experimental and theoretical curves using this model. Note 
the absence of ripples in the experimental data as well as the 
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vÇ (mAl'/Z 
t=T/Tc 
B|,(mT) 
Figure 35• y/T vs. B and T surface for sample #6. Notice 
0 
the temperature dependence of the Fraunhofer 
minima, linear y/f (B=0,T) vs. T dependence and 
• c 
lifting of the minima as the temperature decreases 
(self field effects). The shape of the Fraunhofer 
patterns is distorted because the ordinate is . 
c 
Experimental data are represented by dots. 
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Figure 36. Critical current vs. Bj_ for sample #8. The dots 
are experimental data and the solid line is it /4» , 
the asymptotic form of Eq. 44 » The value of a, 
8.5 Bj_, was obtained from measurements of the 
junction geometry. See Eq. 33b 
T-6.70 K 
T-6.70K 
-0#4 -02 0 0.2 0.4 -OlO -005 0 
Bj.(mT) 
005 OlO 
vO O 
(a) (b) 
Figure 37. Critical current vs. Bj_ for sample #8. The solid curve is 
calculated from Eq. 4-4 using the measured junction parameters, 
(b) is the same as (a), but displayed on an expanded scale 
showing the deviation fom the theoretical curve 
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deviation shown in Figure 37b using an expanded horizontal 
scale. 
As was shown earlier, the effective thickness of the 
junction is temperature dependent due to the fact the field 
penetration depth is temperature dependent. As the tempera­
ture approaches T^, X(T) increases, causing the critical 
current to drop more quickly with increasing field as can be 
inferred from equations 22 and 33b. This effect is qualita­
tively demonstrated by the data shown in Figure 38. 
The I g vs. Bj_ curves are reversible up to a critical 
field where vorticies begin to enter the junction electrodes. 
At this point the critical current is altered, flux trapping 
occurs, and the critical current curve becomes irreversible. 
The field at which this occurs is temperature dependent, 
decreasing from ~0.7 mT at T/T^ = 0.8 to ~0.2 mT at T/T^ = 
0.95 and going to zero as T approaches T^. The field at the 
edge of a superconducting thin film due to the demagnetizing 
effect is enhanced by a factor given approximately by the 
ratio of the width to the thickness of the film. This en­
hancement factor is approximately 100 for these samples; thus 
the field at the edge of the films when vortex penetration 
occurs is several tens of mT, and is comparable with the 
critical field of lead. 
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Figure 38. Temperature dependence of the critical current 
vs. for sample #9 
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Trapped Flux 
The presence of an individual flux quanta trapped in an 
SNS junction can have a profound influence on its critical 
current as is illustrated by the data shown in Figure 39. An 
applied field of 1.5 pT over the area of the junction corre­
sponds to one quantum of flux. These data were taken by-
applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the 
junction and then slowly cooling the sample through its criti­
cal temperature to T = 6,70 K in the constant field. The 
critical current at that field and temperature was then 
measured. The vorticies trapped in the superconducting films 
were in general misaligned as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 10, thus causing a reduction in the critical current 
due to the parallel component of the field in the junction. 
The critical current of a junction containing a vortex pair 
misaligned by a distance i will be reduced approximately by a 
p 
factor 1 - & /A where A is the area of the junction. The 
reduction in critical current for the first step corresponds 
to a misalignment of & ^  0.4 W or ~ 1.5 10"^ cm. 
The quantum steps in the critical current indicate dis­
crete and reproducible vortex configurations in the junction. 
Each step corresponds either to additional vortices being 
introduced to the junction or to a different configuration of 
the same number of vortices. The dipoles may overlap and 
have cancelling effects; thus the critical current may actu-
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Figure 39. Critical current vs. field in which the sample was 
cooled for sample #9. The dots, obtained when 
thermally cycling the sample only up to 8 K, form 
plateaus indicating reproducible discrete vortex 
configurations in the juncion. The triangles are 
data obtained after the sample had been cycled to 
room temperature-
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ally increase with the addition of another dipole. The 
lengths of the steps are non-uniform, indicating the preferred 
pinning sites are a function of applied field. The pinning 
sites do not vary upon thermal cycling up to 8 K, however they 
are altered when the sample is cycled to 300 K. Triangles are 
data for the sample at the same temperature after cycling to 
room temperature. The pinning sites vary from sample to 
sample, however each sample exhibits similar reproducible 
discrete steps in the critical current as a function of 
cooling field. 
The critical current vs. field curves are significantly 
altered by the presence of trapped flux. Characteristic 
curves for the case of a perpendicularly applied field are 
shown in Figure 4.0. The vs. Bj_ curves for the first 
several steps of Figure 39 have the same skewed single hump 
shape as shown in Figure 40b. Higher cooling fields produce 
a double humped curve, while more complicated structure is 
obtained when many vortices are trapped in the junction as 
shown in Figures 40c and 40d. The Fraunhofer curves in the 
case of a parallel applied field are also distorted by trapped 
flux as demonstrated by the data in Figure 41%* Figures 41a 
and 4.1b illustrate the effects of the same vortex configura­
tion on the critical current of an SNS junction in the pres­
ence of both a parallel and perpendicular magnetic field. 
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Figure 40. Characteristic critical current curves as a function of for 
four cooling fields illustrated by data from sample 
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Figure 41. Critical current curves vs. (a) and (b) B,, for 
sample #9} in both cases the vortex configuration 
is the same-. 
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Because the exact number and placement of vortices is 
unknown, it is difficult to quantitatively describe the 
vs. B curves. The characteristic qualitative features however 
can be modeled as follows. Supppose a junction contains four 
misaligned vortex pairs with corresponding dipoles as shown in 
Figure 42. To a first approximation this system will produce 
the same effect as a single "effective" dipole as shown. The 
single dipole case can be easily treated numerically (see 
equation 4.6), with the curves for several characteristic 
vortex configurations shown in Figures 11 and 12• The insets 
show the position of each misaligned vortex pair in the super­
conducting electrodes. When the dipole occupies the same or 
adjacent quadrants a skewed curve with a single maximum is 
produced. A double humped curve is obtained only if the di­
pole occupies diagonal quadrants of the juncion. Note how the 
Fraunhofer curve in Figure 12b is distorted by the presence of 
an "effective" dipole. The qualitative features of these 
curves agree very well with the experimental data shown in 
Figures 4-0 and 41. 
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"effective " 
dipole 
Figure 42. A Junction containing four misaligned vortex 
pairs (the corresponding dipoles represented by-
small arrows) behaves qualitatively the same as 
a junction containing a single "effective" 
misaligned vortex pair (large arrow). 
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CONCLUSION. 
The basic physical processes occurring in cross type SNS 
junctions have been investigated, with the experimental 
results in excellent qualitative agreement with theory and in 
general rather good quantitative agreement. When care was 
taken to ensure clean sharp SN Interfaces, a uniform current 
density, and a symmetric current feed, the zero field critical 
current near was found to be consistently within a factor 
of two of that predicted by de Gennes' formula given in equa­
tion 52. This actually is very good agreement because this 
discrepancy is easily within the error due to the approxi­
mately 2% uncertainty in each of the geometrical measurements 
of the films. Other investigators found discrepancies of 
several orders of magnitude. 
Fraunhofer patterns of excellent quality were obtained 
when the current densiy was uniform across the junction. 
Deviations from the ideal Fraunhofer form were ascribed to 
imperfections occurring in the SN interfaces which produce 
irregular distortions in the Fraunhofer pattern and self 
field effects which distort the oscillations in a regular 
way. Both effects result in incomplete phase cancellation 
and lifting of the Fraunhofer minima. 
The absolute value of the penetration depth as a function 
of temperature of the superconducting banks was determined 
from the temperature dependence of the period of oscillation 
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of the Fraunhofer patterns. The functional form of X(T) for 
lead was found to fit that given by the BCS theory, with the 
modification to an effective penetration depth for thin film 
superconductors given by Weihnacht (see equation 22) also 
being verified. The zero temperature value of X for the lead 
films is found to be 'V'62 nm, in agreement with that obtained 
by other researchers (32, 70). 
It was shown that oscillations in the critical current 
could be observed not only by changing the applied magnetic 
field as is conventionally done, but also by changing the 
temperature of the junction in the presence of a fixed field. 
The number of oscillations per unit temperature interval, 
directly reflecting the entry or exit of flux quanta, is 
governed by the magnitude of the fixed applied field, the 
thickness of the superconducting banks, and the nearness of 
the temperature to T^. 
The critical current of cross type SNS junctions in the 
presence of a perpendicularly applied magnetic field was found 
to be in excellent qualitative agreement with the theory of 
Clem, indicating his picture of the way flux channels through 
a junction is correct. The critical current decreases mono-
tonically with increasing field, going as 1/B for fields 
greater than ~ 0.1 mT, and is reversible provided the field 
is below a critical value at which vortices begin to enter 
the junction. As T approaches T^, the critical current 
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decreases more sharply with increasing field, an effect due 
to the temperature dependence of X(T). 
It was observed that vortices enter SNS junctions as 
misaligned pairs in a rather consistent way, being repro-
ducibly pinned at the same pinning sites and thus producing 
discrete steps in the critical current as more vortices are 
introduced. The misalignment of the vortices was on the 
order of 10 cm. The critical current curves for junctions 
containing trapped flux as a function of both B,| and Bx are 
in good qualitative agreement with existing theory. It should 
be noted that the experimental technique described here can 
be used as a probe to investigate the nature of flux pinning. 
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